Convened at: 6:00 PM

A. Roll Call
   a. Excused – Dandamudi, Ogbue

B. Business on the chair’s desk
   a. Be active in meeting. Discussion on a food drive counting as community service. Only counts for people working food drive, not those that attend. Food drive voted as acceptable community service.

C. Bills for Community Affairs Committee:
   BILL #1 - AMENDING SECTION 7-3-3-P AND 7-4-3-P OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
   - Spelling and format changes
   - No discussion
   - Do pass

Bill #2 - ChEGSO
   - Spelling and format changes
   - No discussion
   - Do Pass

Bill #3 - ChEGSO
   - No amendments
   - No discussion
   - Do Pass

Bill #4 - ChEGSO
   - No Amendments
   - No Discussion
   - Do Pass

Bill #5 – Critical/Multicultural Educators GSO
   - No Amendments
   - No Discussion
   - Do pass

Bill #6 – Critical/Multicultural Educators GSO
   - Spelling and format changes
   - Discussion on relevance of identifying males and females on bills and laws on sharing rooms.
   - Do Pass
Bill #7 - Doctoral Business Student Association
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

Bill #8 - Doctoral Business Student Association
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

Bill #9 - Eta Sigma Gamma
- Spelling and format changes
- No Discussion
- Conditional due pass, Pending signatures on community service forms, needed by senate meeting.

Bill #10 - Iranian Student Organization
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do Pass

Bill #11 - Iranian Student Organization
- No amendments
- No Discussion
- Do pass

Bill #12 - Iranian Student Organization
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

Bill #13 - Molecular Biology GSO
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

Bill #14 - Molecular Biology GSO
- No Amendments
- Discussion on technicalities of molecular biology.
- Do Pass
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BILL #15 - AMENDING SECTIONS: 2-2-1-C, 2-2-4-E, 2-3-2, 2-3-5-F, 2-3-5-G, 2-3-5-H, 2-3-5-I, AND 2-7-2 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- Discussion on confusion with what college graduate students can represent
- Do Pass

BILL #16 - AMENDING SECTION 6-1-2, 6-2-5, 6-2-6, 6-4-1 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK.
- No changes
- Discussion on spelling of “Amending” vs “Ammending”
- Do Pass

BILL #17 - AMENDING SECTION 3-9-6, 3-10-6, 3-11-6, 3-16-6, 3-18-6, 3-19-6, 3-20-6, 3-23-6, 3-28-6, AND 3-29-6 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No changes
- No discussing
- Do pass

Bill #18 - Molecular Biology GSO - Ferrante
- No Amendments
- Spelling issues with line 1. Needs to go into COW.
- Conditional Do Not Pass. Needs community service hours by senate. No funding of international flights

BILL #19 - AMENDING SECTION 3-9-6, 3-10-6, 3-11-6, 3-16-6, 3-18-6, 3-19-6, 3-20-6, 3-23-6, 3-28-6, AND 3-29-6 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- Withdrawn

BILL #20 - AMENDING SECTIONS 3-9-4-K, 3-11-4-K, 3-16-4-E, 3-23-4-L, 3-28-4-J, AND 3-31-4-D OF THE ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #21 - AMENDING SECTIONS 3-15-4-A, 3-15-4-B, AND 3-16-4 OF THE ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do pass

BILL #22 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-27 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No Discussion
- Do pass
BILL #23 - AMMENDING SECTIONS 3-26-4-I AND 3-26-L OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No Discussion
- Do pass

BILL #24 - AMMENDING SECTIONS 3-24-4-E AND 3-25-4-D OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #25 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-22 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No Amendments
- No discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #26 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-17, 3-18, 3-19, 3-20, AND 3-21 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #27 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-14-4 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #28 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-14-4 B OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No Amendments
- No discussion
- Do pass

BILL #29 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-13 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- Spelling and format changes
- No discussion
- Do pass
BILL #30 – AMMENDING SECTION 3-12-5 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #31 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-5 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do pass

BILL #32 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-4-4 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do pass

BILL #33 - AMENDING SECTIONS 3-29, 3-32, 3-34 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do pass

BILL #34 - AMMENDING SECTION 3-8-3-D-2 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No amendments
- No discussion
- Do Pass

BILL #35 – AMMENDING SECTION 6-7-2, 6-9, 6-10, 6-6-2, 6-6-3, 6-6-5, 6-11 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- Withdrawn
- Discussion on reason for withdrawal, poorly written. Sub-bill requested.

BILL #36 - AMMENDING SECTION 6-4-4, 6-4-6-B, 6-5-3, 6-5-3-4, 6-5-3-5, 6-5-4-G-1, and 6-7-2, OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK.
- No amendments
- Do Pass

BILL #37 – AMMENDING SECTION 6-1-2, 6-2-5, 6-2-6, AND 6-4-1 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- Withdrawn
Bill #38 - Beta Alpha Psi
- Spelling and format changes
- No Discussion
- Do Pass

Bill #39 - Delta Sigma Pi
- Spelling and format changes
- Tabled, No community service done

Bill #40 - ASCE
- No Amendments
- Discussion on legality of bill. Discussion on if community service requirements are not met
- Do Not Pass, Illegal because of dates

Bill #41 - ASCE
- No Amendments
- No Discussion
- Do not pass. Illegal because of dates

Bill #42 – Critical/Multicultural Educators GSO
- No amendments
- No Discussion
- Conditional do pass, needs a flight break down by senate

Bill #43 - NSBE
- No amendments
- Do not pass, No community service

Bill #44 - NSBE
- No amendments
- Do not pass, no community service

BILL #45 - AMENDING SECTIONS 1-1, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, AND 1-6 OF THE ASNMSU LAWBOOK
- No Amendments
- Discussion on important changes in constitution, especially for GPA qualification amendments. Discussion on amendments by Rules Committee. Discussion on Date Effective clause. Discussion on statistics used for rationale.
- Do pass
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BILL #46 – AMENDING SECTIONS 5-1-1, 5-1-3, 5-3-3, 5-3-5, 5-4-5 D., 5-9, AND 5-9-2 A OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAW BOOK,
  • Withdrawn

  • Withdrawn

BILL #48 – MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE ACCOUNT OF COUNSELING AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY DOCTORAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION.
  • Withdrawn

BILL #49 – MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE ACCOUNT OF COUNSELING AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY DOCTORAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
  • Withdrawn

BILL #50 – MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE ACCOUNT OF COUNSELING AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY DOCTORAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
  • Withdrawn

BILL #51 – MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE ACCOUNT OF PHI DELTA THETA
  • Withdrawn

BILL #52 - AMMENDING SECTIONS 8-5-2, 8-5-3, AND 8-5-4 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAW BOOK
  • No amendments
  • Do Pass

BILL #53 - AMMENDING SECTION 2-10 OF THE 2015-2016 ASNMSU LAW BOOK
  • Spelling and format changes
  • Do Pass

D. Unfinished business
  a. None

E. Announcements
  a. Thanks for activity and great performance from senators

F. Adjourned at: 9:22 PM